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Outline

• Developing an approach 
• A climate emergency – in context

• New starting points – complexity and policy histories

• A key geostrategic location

• Building on a literature review
• Evolving an analytical framework

• Applying to case study basins
• Souss Massa; Oum Er Rbia

• Results on the ground
• Morocco as a a case study  example

• Final thoughts



A climate emergency, an economic boom



A North Africa steeped in history and global systems



Geostrategic location: At a migration cross-roads



Building on a literature review – new angles

• The challenge of context – what does 
‘climate migration’ mean

• Distinguishing key factors: 
demography, employment, 
environment, political-economic

• Thinking and looking regionally (and 
horizontally/vertically) into 
neighboring countries, including 
Sahelian links

• Changing policy contexts – and state 
forms

• Avoiding simple causality





• Key river basins – case studies in 
Souss Massa and Oum Er-Rbia
• Case studies presentation

• Geographic complexity – no context 
is the same; resilience is socially-
constructed too

• Atlas Mountains, coastal regions
• Very complex interrelations at basin 

level and in terms of migration 
impacts on individual investments

• Aridity and recent drought 
experiences
• Tipping points, accelerators and 

multipliers

• New policy environments and basin 
planning approaches 
• How to integrate migration policy and 

basin planning as well as climate 
resilience-building?

Results on the 
ground



Five policy pointers
• Climate-driven structural change in water systems is a reality; new 

trade-offs and challenges have followed as a result of growth in 
human-induced demand

• Managing both demand and supply change in situations of uncertainty is a 
major policy and planning challenge

• Understanding the migration response requires a deep-dive into 
complex social-environmental-economic relationships (including 
gender-related factors)

• Need to factor in climate as an accelerant and multiplier – and disrupter

• Responding adequately will also require greater policy coherence to 
tackle this complexity – and make informed, rational decisions

• Land, water, production (industrial and ag), migration, youth and gender are all 
interrelated – bring these discussions (and stakeholders) together regionally

• Important links need to be made both regionally between states, but 
also at an intercontinental scale (MENA-EU, for example)

• This is not a national issue (or sub-national basin issue); it’s (also) both 
regional and international in dimension

• Investment in youth, innovation and climate resilience will be key –
migration is a given and should always be factored in (not seen as a 
‘bad’)

• Think about ‘positive migration’ approaches in light of climate change and 
structural social and economic change.

• How to weave migration into youth, social and climate resilience policy-making


